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Level Six Term Two Newsletter 
 

Welcome to another exciting term of learning in Level Six at Glen Waverley Primary School.  
We had such an excellent start to the year with so many highlights including the Round 
Robin Sports day, St Johns Ambulance incursion and Athletics Carnival.   
 
In addition to these wonderful events, it was fantastic to see the way the learners around 
the school embraced the three 2018 Foci of: 

- Academic Rigour 

- Orderliness  

- Educating the Whole Child 

So many times in Term One we could see and hear the children putting these foci into 
action, whether it be discussing their metacognition in their learning, ensuring their items 
were organized to start the day or focusing on how they relate to others in the classroom. 
 
Excitingly, Level Six students have the opportunity to practice the theme of ‘Educating the 
Whole Child’ each Friday morning in Term Two as they take part in Interschool Sport against 
schools in our district.  Through Interschool Sport our students have an enormous 
opportunity to learn and grow in the areas of resilience, team work and respect, just to 
name a few.   
 
In conjunction with Interschool Sport the school will continue to provide opportunities for 

students in the area of academia, 
which includes the prospects of 
learners taking part in the ICAS 
exams which start in the fourth 
week of term.  The timetable for 
ICAS is below, and runs into 
Term Three, however it is 
important to note that this 
timetable is subject to change.  
Students who choose not to take 

part in ICAS will continue to take part in the rigorous 
learning program in which we pride ourselves on. 
 
The end of this term will see Semester One reports 
distributed to families as is the norm for every school 
year.  In Semester Two of 2017, the school changed the 
reporting method to include "Skill Statements" which 
are taken from the Victorian Curriculum and reflect the 
learning your child has been doing in the classroom. 

Key Dates in Term Two 
Thursday 10th May – School Cross 
Country 
Friday 18th May – District Cross 
Country 
Wednesday 23rd May – National 
Simultaneous Story telling  
Tuesday 12th June – Curriculum Day 
Monday 25th and Wednesday 27th June 
– Student Led Conferences  
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The report will contain approximately 40 skill statements and will reduce the amount of 
writing produced in a report to help convey the progress of your child in a more decisive and 
effective manner.  As is always the case, your child will have the opportunity to share the 
successes in their learning with you through student led conferences in the last week of term.  
  

Literacy Overview 
 
In Literacy for Term Two, students will be developing skills in two 
main genres of writing, Poetry and Scientific Lab Reports.  
 
We will begin the term by reading and analysing examples of 
poetry including Haiku’s, Sonnets and Limericks which will help 
the students to develop a deep understanding of the strategies an 
author has 
used to 
present a 
message or 
purpose, as 
well as the 

features of each poem type. Through 
identifying these skills in their reading, we 
aim to have our learners transfer these 
skills to their own writing and provide 
them with opportunities to create their 
own poetry pieces which may be based on 
ideas developed through creating writing 
seeds.  
  
During the second half of Term Two, students will begin to focus on Scientific Lab Reports 
where they will develop an understanding of the structure of a Scientific Lab Report and the 
Scientific Process which ties directly into our Inquiry unit. Students will learn to correctly write 
a hypothesis, method, observations, analysis and conclusion based on experiments and 
research conducted during Inquiry.  

Teachers will continue to focus on both the VOICES and CAFÉ models to focus on specific 
Reading and Writing strategies, and assist students in developing and achieving their 
individual literacy goals.  
 
Each day students are encouraged to continuously expand their vocabulary, and this process 
is assisted through the Spelling Inquiry Program. They will identify words misspelled in their 
writing, and then examine each words etymology and spelling patterns, developing a rich 
understanding of the origin and other important elements relevant to their spelling words.  

If you wish to support your child’s learning at home in the area of Literacy this term, you 
can: 
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• Research poems and practise finding the message and purpose of the poem. 
• Encourage your child to practise writing poetry of any genre.   
• Support your child to read independently each day and discuss their text with 

a focus on both comprehension and an enjoyment of reading and sharing texts.  
• Encourage your child to observe science in the home and write down their 

observations and analysis. A simple example of this may be looking at why 
water doesn’t boil over when a wooden spoon is laid across the top. There are 
many examples online! 

 

Mathematics Overview 
 
sdesevThis term students in Level Six will look primarily at data representation and fractions in our 
learning. We will continue to use the acronym of SURF (Problem Solving, Understanding, Reasoning 

and Fluency) to further embed the concepts held with the 
four mathematics proficiencies which are critical for success 
in Mathematics. 
 
Before preparing for each topic the teachers across the level 
will conduct a diagnostic assessment online to identify their 
strengths and areas for growth.   This will allow children to 
learn at their point of need based upon where they are in 
their learning.   Each student will also be provided with a 
rubric which will help them identify “Where to next?” in their 
learning, in addition to a personal learning goal which will be 
underpinned by one of the four proficiencies of Mathematics.    

 
Concepts that are covered include: 
 

Number and Algebra 
 Comparing fractions with unlike denominators 

 Solving addition and subtraction problems, including those with unlike denominators 

 Make connections between fractions decimal and percentages 

 Investigate terminating and recurring decimals 

At home you may find it beneficial to discuss with your child the connections between decimals, 
fractions and percentages in addition to using concrete fractions which reflect the connections 
between hands on and numerical representations.   
 

Data Representation 
 

 Interpret and compare a range of data displays 

 Identify and investigate issues involving numerical data collected from primary and 
secondary sources  

 Construct and compare a range of data displays including stem-and-leaf plots and dot plots 

 Calculate and interpret mean, median, mode and range for sets of data.  
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 Investigate techniques for collecting data such as sampling data vs population data. 
 

The best way to support your child in this area is to show them real life examples of data 
representation that you may receive, in the form of a water or electricity bill and discuss the 
features of the graph and what important information it is telling you.  

 

Inquiry Learning Overview 
 
During Inquiry learning this term, students will be investigating the question ”What are the 
connections between natural disasters and human behaviour?“ In this science unit, students 
will be looking at the causes of natural disasters, as well as how people respond to natural 
disasters. Learners will also be exploring how science helps to combat the potential threats 

of a disaster.  
 
Already this term, students have had the 
opportunity to learn about the different layers of the 
Earth and also what tectonic plates are, including 
exploring how the movement of tectonic plates can 
cause natural disasters.  Learners also had the 
opportunity to apply some of this learning in an 
Incursion run by Swinburne University called Prime 
Sci. This incursion was very informative, but also 
gave learners the opportunity to do hands on 
experiments including making a volcano and seeing 
what happens when a volcano erupts. The learners 
across the grade really enjoyed this incursion. 
 
As the unit evolves we look forward to seeing the 

students’ knowledge and understanding of natural disasters 
grow.  As the students develop this knowledge we will 
encourage them to think broadly about the concept and 
develop deep questions to be investigated as individuals and 
as a class.  To do this we will use the frame work of Solo’s 
Taxonomy which increases complexity of learning through 
creating a tiered process for the students to follow.  If you wish 
to know more about Solo Taxonomy, visit the video using the 
QR code on this page.  As always, we will deliver a curriculum 
which encourages student voice and the freedom to express 
their ideas and learning in ways that the students feel comfortable with.  
 

To support your child in this area of learning you may find the following tasks at home 
beneficial: 

 Talk about natural disasters that have occurred/ are occurring around the world and 

what impact this may have on the effected countries  

 Encourage your child to widen their knowledge of where different countries are  
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 Keeping up to date with global events by reading the newspaper/ reading articles 

online  

 Discussing what countries and towns can do to protect themselves from natural 

disasters  

 

  


